
Abstract

Bok Tower was constructed between 1927 and 1929 and houses a 60-bell carillon (set of tuned bells).    

The tower is 205 feet tall, has seven floors and is constructed of a masonry-encased steel frame.  On 

August 21, 1972 Bok Tower was listed with the National Register of Historic Places and the National 

Historic Landmark.    

Cracks developed in the coquina brick largely in the areas of the spandrel beams.  Highly distressed 

areas showed signs of bowing or displacement from the beam and masonry backup.   In some cases 

the coquina brick had failed completely creating a dangerous condition.  Corrosion of horizontal 

structural steel members caused the coquina brick and underlying masonry to separate from the 

tower.   The primary areas of concern for corrosion were the top plate on the horizontal beams and 

the intersection between the columns and beams.  A secondary but still important consideration was 

the full perimeter of the spandrel beams including the variable corrosion condition of the web and 

exposed flanges.

To address the corrosion and preserve the appearance of this historic landmark, the coquina brick was 

stripped and rebuilt around the spandrel beams and an ICCP (Impressed Current Cathodic Protection) 

system was installed using a discrete anode system and advanced network management and control 

system.   Field work started in early October, 2006 and was completed in mid January, 2007 in time for a 

large concert/convention planned at the facility for February 1, 2007.



Background and Structural Characteristics

The Historic Bok Sanctuary in Lake Wales, Florida 

is 40 miles south of Orlando.  The 250 acre sanc-

tuary consists of botanical gardens with hiking 

trails, an estate and Bok Tower.  

Construction of the gardens started in 1921 as a vision of 

a wealthy editor from Philadelphia named Edward Bok 

and were completed in 1926.   Bok’s vision was to trans-

form the location to “a spot of beauty second to none 

in the country”.  Bok Tower was constructed as the fo-

cal point of the sanctuary between 1927 and 1929.  The 

tower houses a 60-bell carillon (set of tuned bells in a 

tower played by a baton keyboard) and produces a glori-

ous sound, similar to that experienced by Bok as a child in 

his native country of Holland.



The tower is 205 feet tall, has seven floors and is constructed of a masonry-encased steel frame.  The 

Gothic revival architecture has three forms of masonry that adorn the elaborate exterior:  coquina brick 

makes up the majority of the exterior, intricate marble detailing and sculptures clad the steel columns 

and decorative tile panels accentuate the Anton Brees Carillon Library located on the 5th floor.  

A brick back up on the interior further encases the structural steel members and provides support for 

the exterior masonry.  

On August 21, 1972 the tower was listed with the National Register of Historic Places and the National 

Historic Landmark.

Problems that Prompted Repair

Cracks developed in the coquina brick largely in the areas of the spandrel beams.  Furthermore, highly 

distressed areas showed signs of bowing or displacement from the beam and masonry backup.  



In some cases the coquina brick had failed completely creating a health & safety risk due to the danger 

of falling masonry.

Inspection/Evaluation Methods

Two (2) site visits were performed by the Engineer in order to explore the feasibility of application of an 

ICCP (Impressed Current Cathodic Protection) system for corrosion prevention of the mortar-encased 

steel structure.

In January of 2006 several areas of the exterior and interior masonry and brick were removed to expose 

the steel for further inspection.  Tests confirmed that the horizontal steel members of Bok Tower were 

indeed substantially in contact with the mortar.  A small quantity of anodes were connected to a DC 

power supply and used to impress an electrical current through the mortar to the surface of the steel.  

Electrochemical potential measurements indicated that the electrical current was able to mitigate cor-

rosion in the test areas.  Finally, electrochemical potential measurements were taken in various areas to 

characterize the present state of corrosion.

A second trip in February, 2006 ….

Test Results

Once it was determined that 

the structure was fit for ap-

plication of ICCP,  a mock-up 

tower section was constructed 

at the engineers laboratories 

in order to help identify design 

specifics.   



The wall was broken up into a grid pattern, 

five columns across and five rows down.   A 

number of potential measurements were 

taken at each section (A1, A2, etc.) of the 

wall while it was dry and again after being 

saturated with water.   Testing and theoreti-

cal considerations revealed that the anodes 

needed to be applied above and below each 

horizontal beam to apply an adequate current 

on all exposed surfaces (see Figure 10).  

Causes of Deterioration

The coquina brick used to cover most of the tower exterior is porous brick made of crushed seashells 

and similar material.  Corrosion of horizontal structural steel members caused the coquina brick and 

underlying masonry to separate from the tower. 



 

The root cause of the corrosion was found to be ingress of moisture through the porous coquina brick 

and from openings in the top of the tower.  In addition, there were cavities present, some of which 

were created by plastic sheeting that was installed behind the coquina brick during repairs completed 

in the 1970’s.   The cavities served as the primary sites for accelerated corrosion.

Repair System Selection

The primary areas of concern for corrosion were the top plate on the horizontal beams and the inter-

section between the columns and beams.  A secondary but still important consideration was the full 

perimeter of the spandrel beams including the variable corrosion condition of the web and exposed 

flanges.

The engineer specified the following (see Figure 1):

a) Remove the coquina brick and underlying masonry from in front of the horizontal beams and   

 top plate (which is connected to the horizontal beam and supports the coquina brick.)



b) Clean the structural steel surfaces, coat with a cementious coating, and encase with brick mor  

 tar.

c) Reinstall new coquina brick.

d) Encase with type K mortar the areas behind the conquina brick at the corners of the towers. 

Because of the geometry of the tower and need to preserve the appearance of the exterior, a discrete 

anode system was chosen for the ICCP system.  The discrete anode system allows for installation of the 

anodes from inside the tower resulting in an easier installation and preservation of the decorative brick 

and marble exterior.  

The following design criteria were calculated:

      Table 1: Design Criteria
Approximate steel surface area to be fully protect-

ed to the 100mV potential shift criteria

1540 ft2

Approximate steel surface area to receive cathod-

ic protection for partial corrosion mitigation

4560 ft2

Maximum required current density (worst condi-

tion)

1.0 mA/ft2

Normal required current density (normal condi-

tion)

0.25 mA/ft2

Total number of discrete anodes 880
Total number of reference electrodes 43



The ICCP System design consists of the following (see Figures 2, 3 and 9 for typical layout):

Anode System

Provide sufficient current to ensure the even distribution of current discharge to the steel for the   

working life of at least 25 years.

Monitoring System

Reference electrodes having a predicted accuracy of +10 mV for the electrode life expectancy of   

25 years.

Control and Management System (Power, Control and Monitoring)

Capable of full remote control and operation.

Network all units to avoid excessive additional cabling to the building

•

•

•

•



Main Control Unit (MCU)

Read and set the operating parameters of each of the Power, Control and Monitoring units, pro  

cess any alarms and treat collected data for reporting purposes for a period of 25 years or more.

Control Software

Capable of remotely controlling the CP system, accessing the main control unit, collecting, ana  

lyzing and reporting the data and changing password protection via the Internet in a secure    

environment.

Layout

Bok Tower has eleven (11) levels of masonry-encased spandrel beams that have recently under  

gone repair.   Each of the eleven levels was designated as a “Zone”.   Each zone had a series of  

anodes installed above and below the beams with reference electrodes installed in strategic  loca-

tions for system monitoring.   One (1) PCU and monitoring unit (MU) was used to power,    

control and monitor the cathodic protection for each zone.

Tower Repairs and Installation of ICCP System

The tower exterior consists of eight faces (see Figure 1, lower right corner, Key Plan).  The coquina brick 

removal and replacement was completed on seven of the eight faces in a previous phase between 

May 2004 and November 2004.   This submittal involves removing and replacing the coquina brick at 

the last face (SE corner of the Tower) and the installation of the entire ICCP system.   Field work started 

in early October, 2006 and was commissioned on January 8, 2007 in time for a large concert/conven-

tion planned at the facility for February 1, 2007.

•

•

•



Site Preparation

Given the historic nature of the Tower, site preparations were extensive and included the following:

Bok Tower is surrounded by a moat and accessed via an ornate marble bridge.   A temporary   

wooden bridge was built for the previous phase, disassembled and rebuilt for this phase for con  

struction access.

The coquina masonry had no regular or symmetrical pattern.  Each brick was field measured and   

photographed in order to manufacture replacement stone to exactly match the original in size   

and configuration.   

Wood framing and plywood was constructed to encapsulate and protect the ornate features of   

the Tower (balconies, sculptures, elaborate detailing, entrance, etc.)

Swing stage scaffolding was secured for access to the exterior stone work.

Construction fencing was erected to prevent public access to construction areas.

The Tower, although not accessed by the public remained open and completely in use    

throughout construction.

Project hours when construction activities were permitted were from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm Mon  

day through Saturday.

Work activities were forbidden during the Carollian Harmonic schedule between 10:00 to 10:15   

am, 1:00 to 1:30pm and 3:00 to 3:30 pm everyday.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Demolition Method

Once fully documented, the stone was removed using air impact chisels and small grinders.   Due to 

the fragile nature of the stone,  all removed stone was discarded and removed from the site.

During repair procedures implemented in the 1970’s the steel was exposed and coated with a bitu-

mastic coating and a polyethylene sheet (visqueen).   In the areas where oxidization was occurring the 

sheeting and coating were removed to expose the metal for cleaning.   In the area where there was no 

oxidization the sheeting was removed, as practical, and the coating left in place.

Surface Preparation

Once the steel member was exposed it was cleaned to bright metal.  The cleaning included removal 

of oxidation with hammers, wire brushes, sand blasting and water blasting.   Once clean an assess-

ment was made as to the condition of the metal.   The steel member was then coated with a protective 

cementitious coating that was brushed on.  



Application Method and Repair Process Execution

Steel Frame

Areas behind the coquina brick at the corners of the Tower and behind the columns were completely 

encased with a type K mortar.   The material was mixed with a mortar mixer and formed poured into 

place.

Coquina Replacement

The stone above and below the steel members was set in a full bed of mortar on the sides and back.   

The replacement stone was also re-installed in this manner.   For the twelve inch band within the 

flanges of the structural steel beams the stone was completely filled with mortar and masonry.   After 

the bed mortar set, the outer three quarter inches of the stone work was pointed with a low compres-

sive strength mortar matching the color of the existing pointing mortar.

The previous seven faces were completed in a similar manner.   All of this was done in order to:

1. Replace damaged stone.

2. Prepare the steel frame for the ICCP system.



Impressed Current Cathodic Protection System

Installation of the ICCP system started with Zone 1 and proceeded up the building on a zone by zone 

basis.   Zone 1 also served as the mockup to confirm that the system as designed and installed was 

operating as expected.  The sequence of steps included the following:

1. Layout of anodes at 32” oc, approximately 80 anodes per zone.

2. Drill a 5⁄8” diameter hole 10” deep above the beam and 13” deep below the beam.

3. Insert the anode and grout into position.  Interconnect each anode with titanium feed wire by  

 crimping with titanium crimp.

4. Drill and install the reference electrodes approximately four per zone and one per elevation  

 per zone.  These were also strategically placed to assess optimum performance as well as the  

 extremities of the anode throwing power.



5. Install positive dc ring main to each zone and route to the PCU.

6. Install negative dc ring main by shot-fired steel connection at 3 locations per zone and routing   

 cabling to the PCU

7. Route monitoring cables to the MU within the PCU zonal enclosure.

8. Complete precommissioning steps:

 • Check resistance on the dc circuits and verify        

  • anode ‒ anode continuity

  • cathode ‒ cathode continuity

  • anode ‒ cathode discontinuity

9. Temporarily run the system using a portable power supply and confirm adequate polarization of  

 the steel is achieved at an acceptably low voltage.



This mock up was completed by mid-October and verified the system was performing as expected.   

Once done Zone 2 thru 11 were completed in a similar manner.  Each zone took about a week to fully 

install.  Three men worked six days per week for eleven weeks.

Intermittently as zones were completed and groups of PCU’s and MU’s were networked together with 

the network ultimately terminated at the NAU. The corrosion specialist would then complete the fol-

lowing:

1. Check and verify the precommissioning data provided by the cathodic protection contractor.

2. Terminate all wiring within the PCU’s, MU’s and NAU.

3. Temporarily power up the zone on the network.

4. Check steel polarization and applied voltage and current.

All the zones were installed, precommissioned temporarily, powered up and verified by the end of De-

cember 2006.  The final start-up and commissioning involved a series of methodical steps completed 

on a zone by zone basis to ensure the utmost attention to detail and control and included the follow-

ing:

Check stability and consistency of the dc circuit at first using only a small percentage of the ca  

pacity of the anode output.

Perform an instant off test to check level of polarization (i.e. shift in potential)

Adjust as necessary (note:  minimal adjustments were restricted to post-commissioning and    

after the corrosion specialist assessed initial performance).

Proceed to the next zone.

•

•

•

•



All zones were started up and achieved the required polarization well within the specified require-

ments on January 8, 2007.  The following data represents 2 of the 11 zones and is typical of initial com-

missioning performance. It demonstrates that the system can polarize the steel sufficiently for the 

owner to look forward to a controllable condition for the steel in the future.

Zone 3
ON@ Uncorrected iR-corrected

Base 237mA      4V Shift ON I/O Shift
R1 1 -1882 -1883 -1818 -426 -427
R2 -39 -135 -96 -186 -169 -130
R3 5 -386 -391 -386 -229 -234
R4 -102 -232 -130 -330 -279 -177

Zone 8
ON @ Uncorrected iR-corrected

Base 109mA      3V Shift ON I/O 
R1 -41 -480 -439 -502 -280 -239
R2 -32 -641 -609 -591 -301 -269
R3 -40 -707 -667 -594 -248 -208
R4 -293 -587 -294 -562 -465 -172

It should be noted that following the repair intervention and cleaning of the steel in parts then the 

corrosion condition changed to a variable condition throughout and therefore polarization of the steel 

understandably is also variable.

The table shows uncorrected (that is potential measurements with current flowing) and iR-corrected 

(that is the voltage drop removed by measuring instantaneous-OFF potentials). Ideally a measurement 

of more than 100mV shift from base (natural) condition is desirable at the outset following energiza-

tion.



The ICCP system is currently under a one year monitoring and maintenance contract through the 

cathodic protection contractor.   At the end of that period the Owner will contract directly with the 

corrosion specialist for an extended monitoring and maintenance agreement.

Unforeseen Conditions Found

Experience with the seven previous faces of façade replacement, thorough site investigation and 

mock-ups, use of an experienced ICCP specialist and contractor all contributed to minimize any unfore-

seen conditions.

The anode was re-sized (smaller diameter) during the bidding process, but before the contract  

award to minimize drilling sizes to maximize the aesthetic appearance.

SPECIAL FEATURES 

Uniqueness

Americas first fully cathodically protected steel frame building.

Significant protection requirements given the ornate characteristics of the Tower and National  

Landmark status.

A team of specialists experienced in historic preservation and cathodic protection was utilized  

to ensure project success.   The designer and contractor are NACE Certified Corrosion Specialists  

with experience in protection of reinforced concrete and masonry structures.  The corrosion   

specialist has over 20 years experience with ICCP and is a full member of the UK Institute of Cor 

rosion.

•

•

•

•



Contractors attention to detail with comprehensive identification of the exterior stone patterns   

prior to demolition.

State-of-the-Art Methods

Sophisticated system used to remotely monitor, manage and control the ICCP system.

Use of an ICCP System for a transitional steel frame building protection.

Use of Materials

The discrete anode system was specifically designed for steel frame building applications. 

Discrete anodes allowed for varying depth placement to achieve 360o  protection of the steel.

Advanced network management system to minimize cabling and provide low maintenance    

cost into the future.

The engineer completed the necessary steps to determine the root cause and the Owner’s re  

quirements.

Functionality

Completing the necessary steps prior to construction:   determine root cause, identify the Own  

er’s needs, specify the method of placement, test specifications before finalizing, and thorough   

QA/QC on site.   The end result when these critical steps are followed is a very successful project   

for the entire construction team.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Thorough testing was completed on-site during pre-commissioning, commissioning and final   

start up of the ICCP system to ensure a project of the highest quality.

Bok Tower has been repaired to the highest standards to ensure long-lasting, high-performing   

durability consistent with its prominent listing as a National Historic Landmark.

Value Engineering

Installation from the inside of the ICCP system allowed for easy access and lower costs.

Resizing the anode to a smaller diameter decreased the size of the hole that needed to be    

drilled.

Aesthetics

Thorough documentation of stone pattern in order to ensure the original appearance of the    

building would be maintained.

The architect identified a source for the coquina brick to allow for a match of the existing facade  

elements.

Use of a discrete anode allowed for flexibility to install from the interior with no disruption to the   

exterior fabric.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•


